Abstract. We introduce a modular completion of the stack of maps from stable marked curves to the quotient stack [pt /C × ], and use this stack to construct some gauge-theoretic analogues of the Gromov-Witten invariants. We also indicate the generalization of these invariants to the quotient stacks [X/C × ], where X is a smooth proper complex algebraic variety.
In this paper we construct algebro-geometric Gromov-Witten invariants for the quotient stack [pt /C × ]. These invariants are the "twisted" indices of products of evaluation K-theory classes on certain moduli stacks M g,I ([pt /C × ]), which classify maps from marked nodal curves to the quotient stack [pt /C × ]. These are the moduli stacks of principal C × -bundles on such curves. We do not impose stability conditions on these bundles, and our moduli stacks are Artin stacks that are very far from proper. Consequently, the existence of these invariants is non-trivial. Our main theorem asserts that they are, in fact, well-defined.
This construction is the first step in a larger project, the goal of which is to define Gromov-Witten invariants for the Artin stacks [X/G], where X is a smooth projective variety and G is a reductive algebraic group over C. Similar invariants (in the case where G is a finite group) have already been defined in the symplectic setting by Chen & Ruan [CR02] and algebro-geometrically by Abramovich, Graber, Olsson, & Vistoli [AV02, AGV08] . In this paper, we explain (modulo a certain conjecture) how to define invariants for [X/C × ] in terms of our invariants for [pt /C × ].
We expect that these invariants -defined as twisted indices of products of evaluation classes on moduli stacks of maps from marked curves to [X/C × ] -may be interpreted as correlation functions in a topological quantum field theory. This quantum field theory is in some sense a gauge theory. The stack of algebraic principal G-bundles on a smooth curve Σ is homotopy equivalent [AB83] to the stack of K-connections on Σ, where K is the compact form of G, and so one can view our construction of Gromov-Witten invariants for [pt /C × ] as a topological version of Feynman path integration over the space of U(1)-connections.
Similar invariants have been studied by Mundet, Cieliebak, Gaio, Salamon, and Tian [MiR00, CGS00, CGMiRS02, MiR03, MiRT04] , who defined invariants for symplectic manifolds with Hamiltonian U(1)-actions by integrating over coarse moduli spaces of solutions to the symplectic vortex equations, and by Gonzalez & Woodward [GW08, GW09] , who considered the generalization from U(1) to compact reductive groups. In fact, the idea that the path integral of a gauged nonlinear sigma model might compute cohomological invariants of moduli spaces of connections A and ∂ A -holomorphic sections of a bundle with fiber X appears in Witten's original paper on topological sigma models [Wit88] . For a more recent perspective on this, see the study [FLN08] of gauged sigma models in the "infinite radius limit".
Our invariants differ from the existing ones in that we do not impose stability conditions in the sense of geometric invariant theory on the maps to [X/C × ] and the invariants take values in K-theory rather than cohomology. (Our approach has been outlined, in particular, in a lecture given by one of us at the Seattle conference in 2005 [Tel05] .) The proof of finiteness of these invariants uses a technical argument adapted from [Tel00] . Consequently, our invariants are defined in greater generality than the known ones. Indeed, we expect to recover the Gromov-Witten invariants of GIT quotients from our invariants by applying the Chern character to certain limits of our invariants. This was done for smooth curves and maps to [pt /G] in [TW03] . 0.1. Sketch of the Construction. We explain here the construction of invariants for [pt /C × ]. (The invariants for [X/C × ] are built up from this special case.) To begin, we need a completion of the stack Bun C × (g, I) of maps from stable marked curves to [pt /C × ]. Recall that defining a C × -bundle on a nodal curve Σ is the same as defining a C × -bundle on the normalization of Σ together with the data of identifications of the fibers at the preimages of the nodal points. Bun C × (g, I) fails to be complete because the space of identifications over a given node is isomorphic to C × . Following Gieseker [Gie84] and Caporaso [Cap94] , we get a completion -denoted M g,I ([pt /C × ]) -by adding new strata which represent the limits where an identification goes to zero or infinity by allowing projective lines carrying the line bundle O P 1 (1) to appear at the nodes. (Similar completions of various stacks of vector bundles on nodal curves have been studied by many * i [V ] . The Gromov-Witten invariants of [pt /C × ] (like those of a variety X) result from pushing a product of evaluation classes forward along the forgetful morphism F . However, our setup differs from the standard one in two ways.
(1) Our invariants are constructed in K-theory, rather than cohomology.
(2) Our invariants are always twisted, in the sense of [CG07] . Twisting requires some definition. A line bundle L on M g,I ([pt /C × ]) is said to be admissible if (topologically)
where V is a non-trivial irreducible C × -representation and r is a positive rational number. An L-twisted Gromov-Witten invariant of [pt /C × ] is the Euler characteristic (on M g,I ) of the twist by (admissible) L of a product of evaluation classes:
V 1 , ..., V |I| L = χ M g,I RF * L ⊗ i∈I ev * i V i . One can also twist by powers of the index classes Rπ * V of vector bundles V on C; these classes may be assembled into higher twistings. An admissible complex is a sum of products of complexes of the form
).
The subring of K( M g,I ([pt /C × ]) generated by such products is called the ring of admissible classes. It is a subring without unit; the trivial line bundle O is not admissible. It is not obvious that the push-forward of an admissible class along F is well-defined, because the moduli stacks M g,I ([pt /C × ]) differ from Kontsevich's stack of stable maps in two important ways.
First, M g,I ([pt /C × ]) is an Artin stack, rather than a Deligne-Mumford stack; points can have a finite-dimensional stabilizers. It is for this reason that we use K-theory instead of cohomology. The forgetful morphism F to the stack of curves is always Artin, and it is generally impossible to push cohomology classes forward along such morphisms. The problem can be understood as follows. The fibers of F are quotients stacks of the form [ The second problem is that M g,I ([pt /C × ]) is very far from proper. It is complete, but it is in general neither separated nor of finite type. Thus, the existence of a pushforward along the forgetful morphism to M g,I is a delicate matter; not every K-theory class on M g,I ([pt /C × ]) has a well-defined index. The main theorem in this paper asserts that the particular classes we want to push forward do indeed have well-defined index.
(There is a third difference, which makes things easier: The stack M g,I ([pt /C × ]) is unobstructed, so we don't need to use virtual structure sheaves.)
Main Theorem. The derived pushforward RF * α of an admissible complex α along the bundle-forgetting map F :
is a complex of coherent sheaves.
This theorem is a relative version (allowing the curve to vary) of the finiteness theorem proved on Bun G (Σ) in [TW03] . The proof, in rough outline:
(1) Coherence is a local property, so we can work in an affineétale neighborhood B in M g,I . For small enough B, the restriction of M g,I ([pt /C × ]) to B can be presented as a stack quotient [A/G], where A is an algebraic space classifying C × -bundles equipped with trivializations at marked points labelled by a set V , and G = (C × ) V . Since B is affine, we can prove coherence by showing that the G-invariants in the global sections RΓ(A, α) are finitely-generated over B.
(2) The Kirwan-Ness stratification associated to the G-action on A is compatible with the stratification by degeneracy type, which tracks the multidegrees of the bundles. This fact makes it possible to identify algebraic subspaces S ⊂ A for which
The G-weights of the fixed point fibers of admissible line bundles grow linearly with the multidegree, while the weights of evaluation classes and their descendants and index classes are bounded functions of the multidegree. These estimates make it possible to prove that the G-invariants in the local cohomologies of admissible complexes on the degeneracy strata are always coherent, and are non-zero in only finitely many cases. This result allows us to reduce the question of finite-generation of invariants on A to S, where it follows trivially from the properness result.
Invariants for
is defined so that maps from a curve Σ to [X/C × ] correspond to pairs (P, s) consisting of a principal C × -bundle and a section s ∈ Γ(Σ, P × C × X) of the associated bundle with fiber X. To define Gromov-Witten invariants for [X/C × ], we need a moduli stack M g,I,β ([X/C × ]) of curves and degree β maps to [X/C × ] on which we can define tautological classes, and we need a way of defining the pushforward of these classes from
. In this paper, we define an appropriate moduli stack M g,I,β ([X/C × ]). This stack has a natural section-forgetting morphism
The fibers of this morphism are stacks of sections of bundles with fiber X associated to Gieseker bundles. Such sections are locally maps to X, so they can develop singularities in the same way. Following Kontsevich, we ensure that F β is proper by allowing bubbling at points where such singularities occur. Thus, the morphism F β is very much like the morphism F β : M g,I,β (X) → M g,I used in ordinary Gromov-Witten theory. We prove, in fact, that the morphism F s is proper, Deligne-Mumford, and carries a perfect obstruction theory, relative to M g,I ([pt /C × ]), which is smooth. (The proofs are straightforward generalizations of the usual ones in Gromov-Witten theory.) These facts imply the existence of a virtual K-theoretic pushforward along F β . We conjecture that the virtual pushforward of an admissible class along F β is an admissible class on M g,I ([pt /C × ]). If this conjecture holds, then we can safely define the Gromov-Witten invariants of [X/C × ] to be the K-theory classes on M g,I obtained by applying F vir β * and F P * to an admissible class on
0.3. Plan of the Paper. In Section 1, we review basic facts about principal C × -bundles on curves, then define the moduli stack M g,I ([pt /C × ]) of Gieseker bundles on stable curves, and discuss a few examples (small g and |I|).
In Section 2, we introduce an atlas A for our stack, and discuss the deformations of Gieseker bundles. We then draw a few basic conclusions about the geometry of M g,I ([pt /C × ]). In Section 3, we show that the Kirwan-Ness stratification of A (for its given G = (C × ) V -action) is compatible with (a certain refinement of) the induced degeneracy stratification. We also introduce some finite-type subspaces of A and explain how to think of them in terms of the stratification.
In Section 4, we define admissible classes and estimate the behavior of the Gweights of their fixed point fibers as functions of the multidegrees of the bundles classified by the fixed points.
In Section 5, we define the Gromov-Witten invariants for [pt /C × ] and prove local cohomology theorems which imply they are well-defined.
In Section 6, we explain how to define Gromov-Witten invariants for [X/C × ].
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The Stack of Gieseker Bundles
In order to define the Gromov-Witten invariants of [pt /C × ] we need appropriate moduli stacks of marked curves carrying principal C × -bundles. In this section, we introduce such stacks and discuss a few simple examples.
We always work over C.
1.1. Curves. In everything that follows, (C, σ i ) is a family of prestable marked curves, over a finitely-generated complex base scheme B. More precisely, π : C → B is a flat proper morphism whose fibers are connected complex projective curves of genus g with at worst nodal singularities, carrying a collection of marked points σ i : B → C which are indexed by an ordered set I. A point σ i is special if it is a node or a marked point. We shall always assume that any rational components of C have at least two special points. We usually reserve the notation (Σ, σ i ) for families of stable marked curves. Recall that a marked curve is stable if each component of genus 0 carries at least 3 special points and each component of genus 1 carries at least 1 special point. M g,I denotes the stack of stable genus g, I-marked curves. Notation 1.1. We will need to label three kinds of special points on C: ordinary marked points, nodes, and trivialization points. The latter are marked points at which we will trivialize the fibers of a C × -bundle, but which are not required to be non-degenerate and do not count when determining stability. We will denote all such points by σ, distinguishing them by the subscript. Ordinary marked points are denoted σ i , with i ∈ I. Nodes are σ e , with e in a set E. Trivialization points are denoted σ v , with v in a set V .
We use modular graphs to represent the topological type of a marked curve. Recall [BM96] that the modular graph γ of a curve (C, σ i ) consists of:
(1) a vertex set V γ (one vertex v for each component of C) (2) a half-edge set H γ (one half-edge for each special point of C), (3) a gluing map ∂ γ : H γ → V γ (attaching half-edges to vertices), (4) an involution j γ : H γ → H γ , and (5) a function g : V γ → N (assigning to v the genus g v of the normalization C v ). The involution j γ generates an action of Z/(2) on H γ , and the orbit set is a disjoint union of the set I γ of tails (singlets, corresponding to marked points on C) and the set E γ of edges (doublets, corresponding to nodes of C). The set E γ may be further decomposed into the union
of the set of splitting edges (which connect different vertices) and the set of selfedges (which start and end at the same vertex). The substack of M g,I which classifies marked curves of type γ is denoted M γ . These substacks stratify M g,I , in the sense that the closure of any M γ is a union of modular graph-labeled substacks. The boundary divisors in this stratification have normal crossings.
1.2. Bundles on Nodal Curves. The quotient stack [pt /C × ] is, by definition, the classifying stack for principal C × -bundles. Any principal C × -bundle p : P → C determines and is determined by a map φ : C → [pt /C × ] such that the following diagram commutes.
The degree d of a principal C × -bundle P is the degree φ * [C] ∈ H C × 2 (pt) of the associated morphism. The multidegree d of P assigns to each irreducible component
where V γ is the set of vertices of the modular graph γ of C.
When reasoning about C × -bundles on a fixed nodal curve C, we shall often use the following fact: Let ν : C → C denote the normalization of C. A principal bundle P on C determines and is determined by the following data:
(1) a principal C × -bundle P (= ν * P), and (2) for each node σ ∈ Σ, a gluing isomorphism g : P σ + ≃ P σ + , which identifies the fibers of P over the preimages σ ± of σ under ν.
Morally, the gluing isomorphiss are "transition functions" for two open sets whose intersection is the node σ. Figure 2 . Realizing P as P together with a gluing datum g This picture can also be used to understand the automorphisms of C × -bundles. The automorphism group of the C × -bundle P is the product (
2V ′ , where V is the set of stable components of C and V ′ is the set of rational components which have two special points. On a stable component of C, we can rescale the fibers of P, while on each unstable rational component (assumed to have two special points), we can rescale the bundle and we can lift the C × of rotations of the curve. The automorphism group (C × ) V × (C × ) V ′ acts on the set of gluing isomorphisms, in the obvious way: For example, if we have a gluing isomorphism g which connects stable components C v and C v ′ (not necessarily different), then rescaling sends g to g v gg −1 v ′ . An automorphism of P gives rise to an automorphism of P if it fixes all the gluing isomorphisms. Note that, since C × is commutative, the gluing isomorphisms associated to self-nodes are automatically fixed by automorphisms of P.
1.3. The Gieseker Completion. By thinking about bundles on the normalization of a curve C, it is easy to see that C × -bundles on nodal curves can become singular in families. The problem is that the space of gluing isomorphisms at a node σ ∈ C is a copy of C × ; in families, these isomorphisms can approach the degenerate limits ±∞. More formally, the stack Bun C × (g, I) of C × -bundles on stable marked curves of type (g, I) does not satisfy the valuative criterion for completeness. We "fill in the holes" in Bun C × (g, I) by enlarging the classification problem slightly: We allow copies of P 1 to appear at the nodes of stable curves, and insists that these P 1 carry degree 1 bundles. Definition 1.2. A morphism m : C → Σ of prestable curves is a modification if: (1) m is an isomorphism on the complement of the preimage of the nodes of Σ, and (2) the preimage under m of every node in Σ is either a node or a P 1 with two special points. If σ ∈ Σ is a node and m −1 (σ) ≃ P 1 , we will say that Σ has been modified at σ.
). Note (a) that the notion of a modification of marked curves makes sense in families, (b) that modifications of marked curves do not introduce bubbles at marked points, only at nodes, and (c) that a smooth curve Σ has no non-trivial modifications. Figure 3 . A nodal curve Σ with a marked point σ 1 and its unique non-trivial modification C Definition 1.3. A Gieseker map to [pt /C × ] is a pair ((C, σ i ), P) consisting of a prestable marked curve (C, σ i ) -whose stabilization we denote (Σ, σ i ) -and a principal C × -bundle p : P → C, for which (1) the stabilization morphism m : C → Σ is a modification of I-marked curves, and (2) For every node σ ∈ Σ for which m −1 (σ) ≃ P 1 , the restriction P| m −1 (σ) has degree 1. The degree of a Gieseker bundle is the degree of the bundle P.
We will frequently use the term "Gieseker bubble" for unstable P 1 's carrying degree 1 bundles. Likewise, we will often say that the pair (m : C → Σ, P) is a "Gieseker bundle" on the stable curve (Σ, σ i ).
Example 1.4. Let (Σ, σ i ) be a stable curve of genus zero with four marked points. We assume Σ is nodal, with two components P (1) Ordinary C × -bundles on Σ: These are classified (up to isomorphism) by their multi-degrees d = (d 1 , d 2 ). The automorphism group of any such bundle P is a copy of C × , which rescales the fibers of P. (2) Gieseker bundles on the unique modification C of Σ: These are also classified by their multidegrees
The automorphism group of any such bundle is a copy of (C × ) 2 . One can rescale the bundle fibers, and one can lift the automorphisms of the unstable P 1 to automorphisms of the bundle. (This is easily seen by working on the normalization C. Example 1.5. Let (Σ, σ 1 ) be the "boundary divisor" in M 1,1 , a curve whose single rational component has one marked point (σ 1 ) and one self-node (σ).
Let's fix a total degree d. The degree d Gieseker bundles on (Σ, σ 1 ) come in two flavors, ordinary C × -bundles on Σ and bundles on the modification of Σ at σ. Figure 5 . A pictures of (Σ, σ 1 ) and its modification (C, σ 1 ).
The normalization of Σ is a copy of P 1 . Line bundles on P 1 are classified by their degree, so the ordinary degree d bundles on Σ are classified (up to isomorphism) by the gluing data associated to σ. The space of such gluing data is a copy of C. σ is a self-node, so these gluing isomorphisms are fixed by bundle rescalings. Hence the automorphism group of an ordinary bundle on Σ is a copy of C × . The modification C has two rational components and two nodes, so a bundle on C is specified by two gluing isomorphisms. However, these gluing isomorphism do not classify; we can rescale the bundle differently on each component of the normalization C and we we can lift the rotations of the Gieseker bubble. A rescaling and the rotations can be used to fix the gluing isomorphisms, so (up to isomorphism) there is only one bundle on the modification which satifies the Gieseker conditions. The automorphism group of this bundle is a copy of C × , coming from the remaining automorphism of the bundle data on the normalization. Remark 1.6. The following story, though not rigorous, can help to understand the intuition behind these definitions.
Fix a nodal curve Σ and suppose that we have a family of C × -bundles on Σ, parametrized by a coordinate t, for which the gluing isomorphism g : P σ + → P σ − over a node σ ∈ Σ approaches 0 at t → 0. (Assuming that g → 0 is no loss of generality; the other limit g → ∞ is equivalent to g −1 → 0.) We want to replace this singular limit with a bundle defined on some other curve C.
One can guess how to do this by looking at a section s of an associated fiber bundle V = P × C × C. If we lift s to a sections on the normalization, it must obeys (σ + ) = gs(σ − ).
In this limit, we must haves(σ + ) → 0. By continuity, the section s on Σ must have a zero which approaches the node as g → 0. (When g → ∞, the zero approaches the node from the other side.)
To keep track of how a single zero z approaches the node, we should replace the singular limit with a new bundle on C obtained by creating a P 1 at the node. (This P 1 records the way the zero approached the node.) The section on this new component must have one zero and no poles, so the degree of the new bundle on this component must be 1. The total degree of the bundle is a topological invariant, so the degree of the bundle on the original component will drop by 1. Figure 6 . A zero approaches at node, leading to a Gieseker bubble
is the fibered category (over C-schemes) which classifies Gieseker bundles on stable genus g, I-marked curves. Its objects are tuplets (B, C, σ i , P) consisting of
• a test scheme B,
• a flat projective family π : C → B of pre-stable I-marked, genus g curves with marked points σ i : B → C, and
The morphisms in this category are Cartesian diagrams
wheref is C × -equivariant and
which classifies bundles of degeneracy type (γ, d).
Remark 1.9. The condition that a pair ((C, σ i ), P) be a Gieseker map can be phrased purely in terms of the degeneracy type.
In Section 2, we will introduce an atlas for M g,I ([pt /C × ]) (thereby proving it to be a stack) and discuss its geometric properties. In the remainder of this section, we introduce notation for our stack's universal families and its modular graph decomposition, and then discuss a few key examples.
Universal Families. By virtue of its definition, M g,I ([pt /C
× ]) carries several universal families. It carries a family of semi-stable curves
with marked points
indexed by I, and it has a principal C × -bundle
The universal C × -bundle defines a universal map
and the compositions ev i = φ • σ i are the evaluation maps
Finally, there is a natural morphism
which forgets the principal bundle P and sends the semi-stable marked curve (C, σ i ) to its stabilization.
1.5. Examples. We treat three examples here. The first is trivial. The second is the simplest example in which the Gieseker bubbles can be seen. The third illustrates how the substacks classifying non-trivial Gieseker bundles "fill in the gaps" between the substacks which parametrize bundles which live on the same nodal curve but have different multidegrees.
Example 1.10 (genus zero, 3 marked points). M 0,3 is a point; there is, up to equivalence, only one stable genus zero curve with 3 marked points. On this curve, up to equivalence, there is one bundle of degree d; any d ∈ Z is allowed. The automorphism group of O P 1 (d) is a copy of C × , so we conclude
Example 1.11 (genus one, 1 marked point). This example shows the Gieseker completion at work. Let's fix the total degree d of the Gieseker bundles. We'll represent the stack
, where A is the stack which classifies pairs ((C, P), t) consisting of a Gieseker bundle and a trivialization t : P σ ≃ C × of the Gieseker bundle at the marked point σ. A also comes equipped with a forgetful map f : A → M 1,1 .
Over smooth curves (Σ, σ 1 ), the fibers of f are copies of the Jacobian Jac(Σ) of Σ. The Jacobian of Σ is a copy of Σ, so over M 1,1 , the stack A is simply a copy of the universal curve Σ 1,1 . In fact, this is also true over the boundary divisor of M 1,1 . We saw in Example 1.5 that the space of Gieseker bundles (with a trivialization t to eliminate the global rescaling automorphisms) is obtained by gluing a copy of the point pt to a copy of C × . This gluing identifies the pt with both 0 and ∞, so the resulting curve is a copy of (Σ, σ 1 ). Example 1.12 (genus zero, 4-marked points). Recall that M 0,4 is isomorphic to P
1 . The open locus classifying smooth curvces is P 1 \ {0, 1, ∞}, and the boundary divisor {0, 1, ∞} classifies reducible nodal curves with two marked points on each Let B = P 1 \ {1, ∞} = A 1 \ 1 and consider the family (Σ, σ i ) : B ֒→ M 0,4 of marked curves obtained by restricting the universal marked curve Σ 0,4 to B. This family is a deformation of the curve (Σ o , σ o,i ) which has two components meeting at a common node and each carrying two marked points.
We will describe the stack M 0,4 ([pt /C × ]) by giving an atlas A for the restriction
(Nearly identical descriptions apply near 1 and ∞ in M 0,4 , and M 0,4 ([pt /C × ]) is obtained by gluing these local descriptions.) Let V be the subset {0, ∞} ⊂ I. The atlas A is the algebraic space (scheme, in fact) which classifies isomorphism classes of tuplets
where (C, σ i , P) is a family of Gieseker bundles on the curve Σ/B and the t v ∈ Γ(B, σ * v P) are families of trivializations based at the marked points 0 and ∞.
of isomorphic subschemes which classify Gieseker bundles of total degree d. In the remainder of this example, we fix a total degree d, and focus on A d . Gieseker bundles on the fibers of π : Σ → B were classified in Example 1.4. Adding the two trivializations eliminates the automorphisms, and introduces an extra degree of freedom on the unmodified curves, which may be thought of as the ratio of the two trivializations. Thus, the generic fiber of the forgetful morphism f : A d → B is isomorphic to C × , while the special fiber is an endless chain of rational curves ∪ n∈Z P 
V acts trivially. For later computations, it is useful to have an explicit Cech cover of A. Let
We obtain A d by gluing A d,n−1 to A d,n , identifying the open sets U wn and U z n−1 via the relation w n = 1/z n−1 . (Here U wn = Spec C[z n , w n ] (wn) ≃ A × C × ; likewise, U z n−1 .) The morphism f : A → B is given by b = z n w n , where b is the standard coordinate on B ⊂ Spec C [b] . In this notation, pt n is the origin, C × n is the z n coordinate axis, and C × n−1 is the w n coordinate axis. Finally, (C × ) V ≃ (C × ) 2 acts on A d , with weight (1, −1) on z n and weight (−1, 1) on w n . Thus, the diagonal acts trivially, and the fixed points are picked out by z n = w n = 0. One may think that z n ∝ w
In this section, we describe the geometry of M g,I ([pt /C × ]). We exhibit an atlas for our stack. We will use this atlas -denoted A -in the proof that the Gromov-Witten invariants of [pt /C × ] are well-defined. While discussing atlases, we also prove that the stack of Gieseker bundles satisfies a valuative criterion for completeness.
Second, we discuss the deformations of Gieseker bundles. We use this information to describe the connected components of M g,I ([pt /C × ]) and to give M g,I ([pt /C × ]) a stratification by degeneracy type.
2.1. Our Favorite Atlas. The atlas defined in Proposition 2.2 below generalizes the ones in Examples 1.11 and 1.12. Let (Σ o , σ o,i ) be a point in M g,I , with modular graph γ o , and let B be an affiné etale coordinate chart centered at (Σ o , σ o,i ), represented by a curve (Σ, σ i ) over B. We can assume with no loss of generality that the modular graph strata of B coincide with the coordinate axes, so that (Σ o , σ o,i ) is the most degenerate curve in the family. M g,I is covered by charts of this form.
We denote the fiber of F over B by M (Σ,σ i ) . This stack classifies Gieseker bundles on the family (Σ, σ i ).
We want to exhibit an atlas for M (Σ,σ i ) . In the moduli theory of bundles, one often obtains atlases by fixing one or more marked points and then parametrizing bundles equipped with trivializations at these marked points. We would like to do this in families.
Definition 2.1. Suppose that C comes equipped with a marked point σ : B → C. A family of trivializations based at σ is a section t ∈ Γ(B, σ * P).
Such families of marked points induce isomorphisms
Proposition 2.2.
(1) Let V = V γo be the vertex set of the modular graph of (Σ o , σ o,i ). Afterétale refinement of the neighborhood B, we may choose a collection of marked points σ v : B → Σ (with v ∈ V ) such that every component of every geometric fiber of Σ carries at least one of the σ v .
(2) Let A = A (Σ,σ i ) ({σ v }) denote the stack which classifies triplets
of Gieseker bundles with trivializations at the selected marked points. A is an algebraic space. Moreover the natural action of
Proof. The first claim follows from the local geometry of the stack of marked curves. If we choose one new marked point σ v on each component of Σ o , we obtain a point in the moduli stack M g,I⊔V . Afterétale refinement B ′ → B, there are no obstructions to lifting the morphism
To prove the second claim, we observe that the (C × ) V action preserves the fibers of the forgetful map f : A → B. Representing a bundle on C as a bundle on C together with gluing isomorphisms, it is easy to see that the trivializations eliminate all of the automorphisms of the Gieseker bundles. It follows that A is an algebraic space. The action of (C × ) V is freely transitive on the trivializations, so quotienting by this action is equivalent to forgetting the trivialiations.
is a smooth Artin stack.
Proof. Choose a collection {B α } ofétale neighborhoods which cover M g,I . The
satisfies the "valuative criterion for completeness": Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring, with fraction field K, and consider the "disc" D = Spec(R) and the "punctured disc" D × = Spec(K). Given a family ((C, σ i ), P) of Gieseker bundles on D × , we can extend the family to D × (possibly afterétale base change).
Proof. Although rarely stated in this form, this result is implicit in the literature on GIT constructions of coarse moduli spaces. To keep this paper somewhat self-contained, we sketch a proof.
M g,I is complete, so it's enough to prove the valuative criterion for the forgetful morphism
We fix a stable curve (Σ, σ i ) extending the stabilization of C to (anétale refinement of) D.
The result now follows from the projectivity of coarse moduli spaces of Sequivalence classes of families of rank 1 torsion free sheaves on varying nodal curves. More precisely: A result of Seshadri [Ses82] implies that there is a surjective morphism from the fiber of F over the chosen family (Σ, σ i ) : D → M g,I onto the stack of stable rank 1 torsion free sheaves on the family Σ; we associate to any principal C × -bundle P, the pushforward m * E of the line bundle E associated to P and the standard representation of C × . Simpson's GIT construction [Sim94] , based on Maruyama's boundedness results [Mar81] , guarantees that the coarse algebraic moduli space of S-equivalence classes of rank 1 torsion-free sheaves on a family of projective curves is projective and hence complete. Completeness of the coarse moduli space implies the existence (though not uniqueness) of some family of torsion-free sheaves extending any m * E, hence the existence (though not uniqueness) of a family of Gieseker bundles extending the given one.
is not separated, because the degree d of a bundle can split as d = (d + n) − n for any n ∈ Z if the curve develops a node. However, this is essentially the only source of non-separatedness.
Proposition 2.6. The fiber of F at any nodal curve (Σ, σ i ) in M g,I (pt) is separated.
2.2.
Deformations. First, we want to show the existence of deformations.
Proof. The obstructions to deforming a bundle P on a fixed curve C are captured by the Ext-group
Here O C is the structure sheaf of C and (p * L P ) C × is the C × -invariants in the pushdown of the cotantent complex of P along the structure morphism p : P → C. This Ext-group vanishes because C is one-dimensional. The vanishing of obstructions to deforming the curve and the bundle together follows from the tangent-obstruction sequence derived from the exact triangle associated to the cotangent complex L P/C . It follows that any Gieseker bundle (C o , σ o,i , P o ) can be deformed to a family (C, σ i , P) on the Spec of a discrete valuation ring.
The following lemma characterizes the degeneracy types which can occur when we deform a given Gieseker bundle.
Lemma 2.8. Let (C o , σ o,i , P o ) be a Gieseker bundle having degeneracy type (γ o , d o ), and suppose that we are given a deformation (C, σ i , P) of (C o , σ o,i , P o ) over the Spec of a discrete valuation ring. The degeneracy type (γ, d) of the generic fiber can be any degree-labelled modular graph obtained from (γ o , d o ) by the combinations of the following elementary operations:
(1) Resolve a self node: Delete a self-edge attached to a vertex v, increasing the genus g v by 1, leave the multi-degree unchanged.
Proof. Induction on the number of nodes, using the modular graph stratification of the stack of curves.
is locally of finite type.
Proof. Every stratum is clearly of finite type, and the lemma says that we only reach finitely many strata by deformation.
Corollary 2.10. The connected components of M g,I ([pt /C × ]) are labelled by total degree d of the Gieseker bundles. 
is a stratification, meaning that the closure of
where the primed union is over all multidegree-labelled modular graphs (γ, d ′ ) obtained from (γ, d) by sequences of the following elementary operations:
(1) Self node: Lower the genus of a vertex by 1, and add a self-edge. Proposition 2.13. The boundary of the closure in the corollary above is a divisor with normal crossings.
The Structure of the Local Atlas
In this section, we describe some aspects of the geometry of our atlas A which we will need in the proof of our main theorem.
We begin by introducing a refinement of A's modular graph stratification. Then we study the action of G = (C × ) V on A, and characterize the stabilizer groups of the points of A. In particular, we shall see that the Kirwan-Ness stratification by stabilizer group is compatible with our refinement of the modular graph stratificaiton.
Next, we identify some finite-type subspaces S Nu,N l of A, which parametrize Gieseker bundles on the family Σ/B whose multidegrees obey certain bounds involving collections N u and N l of integers. We show that changing N u or N l amounts to adding or deleting strata which parametrize certain deformations of the fixed point loci of subgroups of G.
Finally, we show that, if N u and N l are "as close as possible", then the quotient
V is the diagonal subgroup and Q N is an algebraic space which is proper over B.
Notation 3.1. In the remainder of this section, A is the component of the atlas A α associated to a particularétale neighborhood B in M g,I , centered at a curve whose modular graph is γ o .
3.1. Refined Modular Graphs. When discussing the deformations of a curve, it can be useful to keep track of which nodes of the curve are being smoothed. We introduce the following definition to make this idea precise. (1) a subset E γ ⊂ E γo , and (2) a partition V γ of R γo = ⊔ v∈Vγ V v γo . These data determine a modular graph (also called γ), whose vertices are the blocks of the partition V γ , with edge set E γ and tail set I γo . The gluing maps come from γ o . The set of splitting edges E split γ of a deformation of a modular graph is the set of edges in E γ which connect different blocks of the partition, i.e., the splitting edges of the modular graph γ.
A deformation of a multi-degree labelled modular graph (γ o , d o ) is simply a deformation of the underlying modular graph, together with a labelling d : V γ → Z satisfying the conditions enumerated in Proposition 2.8.
Proposition 3.3. The stratification of A by labelled modular graphs can be refined to a stratification by deformations of labelled modular graphs (possibly after restricting to an smallerétale neighborhood B ′ → B).
3.2. Stabilizer Groups. Let (C, σ i , P, {t v }) be a Gieseker bundle representing a closed point of A, i.e., (C, σ i ) is a modification of the fiber of π : Σ → B over some closed point b ∈ B. We say that a group element (g v ) ∈ (C × ) V stabilizes (C, P, {t v }) if the action of (g v ) -given by t v → g v t v -produces an isomorphic object.
We identify the stabilizer group of (C, σ i , P, {t v }) by working on the normalization C, as explained in Section 1.2; the bundle P is specified in terms of a bundle P and a collection of gluing isomorphisms {g e }, one for each node σ e in C. The trivializations simply lift; each stable component of C carries one or more trivializations.
We can use this picture to identify the automorphisms of (C, σ i , P, {t v }) as follows: If we rescale a trivialization t v by the group element g v ∈ C × v , then we can try to compensate this rescaling with an automorphism of the bundle P. There are two obstacles to carrying out this procedure:
(1) rescaling P on C v may rescale other trivializations, and (2) rescaling may change the gluing maps, so that the automorphism of P doesn't descend to an automorphism of P. We can only avoid the first obstacle if we act with the same group element on any trivializations which are based on the same component of C. The second obstacle can be avoided in two ways: If a gluing isomorphism connects the stable component C v to a Gieseker bubble, we can use the extra automorphism of the Gieseker (lifting the bubble's rotations) to rescale this gluing isomorphism, while leaving the gluing isomorphism on the other side of the bubble untouched. Alternately, if the gluing isomorphism connects two stable components, we must act on all trivializations on these components with the same group element.
We formalize this discussion as follows:
Definition 3.4. Let γ = (E γ , V γ ) be a deformation of the modular graph γ o . The partition R = R(γ) of V = V γo associated to γ is the one given by the equivalence relation which identifies v and v ′ if there is a path in γ from the vertex represented by the block ∂ γo (v) to the vertex represented by the block ∂ γo (v ′ ), which does not pass through any unstable node. Definition 3.5. Let R be a partition of the
denotes the diagonal subgroup of (C × ) V r . The subgroup G R ⊂ G associated to the partition R is the product G R = Π r∈R C × ∆ r . Proposition 3.6. Let (C, σ i , P, {t v }) be a closed point of the stratum A γ,d labelled by a deformation γ = (E γ , V γ ) of γ o and a multi-degree d. The stabilizer group of (C, σ i , P, {t v }) is the group G R associated to the partition R = R(γ).
Note that the stabilizer group depends only on the modification γ and not on the multi-degree.
Note also that G R always contains the diagonal subgroup C × ∆ of (C × ) V ; this subgroup is the group of global rescalings of P.
Definition 3.7. We say that a partition is non-trivial if G R = C × ∆ . We denote the collection of edges which link different blocks of the partition by E split R . 3.3. The Fixed Point Loci. Let F R ⊂ A denote the fixed point locus of the group G R , i.e., the substack of A classifying Gieseker bundles whose stabilizer group is G R . The stabilizer group of a Gieseker bundle depends only on the refined modular graph, so F R is a union of strata A γ,d . Thus, the stratification of A by stabilizer groups is compatible with the stratification by deformations of labelled modular graphs.
Deformations which remain in the fixed point locus F R must not smooth any of the Gieseker bubbles which define the partition R. This implies that such deformations must preserve the partial sums
It is easy to see that the connected components of F R are in correspondence with collections of integers n = (n r ) r∈R ∈ Z R .
Roughly speaking, these integers n keep track of the multidegrees on the stable components of C.
Example 3.8. In the special case of Example 1.12, the only non-trivial partition is the two-block partition R = {{v + }, {v − }} associated to the modular graph of the special fiber (Σ o , σ o,i ). The fixed point stratum F n R ∈ A d labelled by n = (n + , n − ) is the point pt n which classifies Gieseker bundles-with-trivializations whose multidegree is (n + , 1, n − ). (In Example 1.12, we used the notation pt n ∈ A d , with d = n + + n − + 1 and n = −n − .) 3.4. Finite-Type Subspaces of A. It follows from the discussion in Section 1 that the connected components A d of the atlas A are of infinite type whenever |V γo | ≥ 2, and finite type otherwise. When |V γo | = 1, the stack A d is proper, relative to B; it is the compactified Jacobian of Σ. (Indeed, it is clearly of finite type and complete. And, because Σ/B is a family of one-component curves, there is no degree-splitting, so A d is separated in this case.) However, when |V γo | ≥ 2, the atlas A d of has infinitely many finite-type strata. It is useful to think of this proliferation of strata as follows: The fiber of f : A → B over a point b ∈ B for which Σ b has only self-nodes is of finite-type. But if b moves in such a way that Σ b splits into two components, then the degree d can split between these components arbitrarily, as d = (d + n) − n. This can happen in multiple ways, depending on how Σ b acquires nodes; moreover, the corresponding strata can meet in higher codimension, if Σ b degenerates to a curve having multiple components.
In this section, we define some finite-type algebraic subspaces S Nu,N l ⊂ A d . These stacks parametrize Gieseker bundles whose multidegrees obey certain inequalities, which govern how d can split as (d + n) − n).
Notation 3.9. When R is a non-trivial two-block partition of V γo (with blocks V + and V − ), the fixed point strata F n R are labelled by pairs of integers n = (n + , n − ). On A d , the total degree d is fixed and we must have n + + n − + k = d, where k = k(R) = |E split R | is the number of edges in γ o which connect a vertex in V + to a vertex in V − . In this situation, it makes sense to label fixed point strata with a single integer N, for which n = (n + , n − ) = (d + N − k, −N). Making this choice simplifies some of our notation, and introduces funny asymmetries elsewhere.
Definition 3.10. Choose collections of integers
and
where R = {V + γo , V − γo } ranges over the set NT 2B(γ o ) of non-trivial 2-block partitions of V = V γo . We assume that N u (R) > N l (R) for all R.
If (γ, d) is any multidegree-labelled deformation of γ o which has at least two vertices, then the choice of a 2-block partition R of V γo induces a 2-block partition
We define, for any 2-block partition R, the partial sums
The locus S Nu,N l of degree d Gieseker bundles with multidegree bounded by N u and N l is the union of all strata A γ,d in A d , for which, if γ has multiple vertices, then for any partition R ∈ NT 2B(γ o ), the partials sums defined above obey the following inequalities: 
(2) A d is the increasing limit
Example 3.11. In the special case of Example 1.12, the atlas A d is finite-type except in the special fiber, which is an endless chain of rational curves. There is only one non-trivial 2-block partition of the relevant modular graph, so we need only specify integers N u and N l . In this situation, the inequalities above pick out the subscheme S Nu,N l illustrated below; note that this scheme includes all Gieseker bundles on smooth curves, but only those strata in the special fiber which "lie between" the fixed points singled out by N u and N l | b
Remark 3.12. Roughly speaking, the spaces S Nu,N l are obtained by deleting the "infinite tails" of A d , which classify bundles where the splitting degree becomes large. We shall make this more precise below.
3.5. Finite-Type Substacks and Fixed Point Strata. It is intuitively clear that there must be some relationship between the finite-type spaces S Nu,N l defined above and the fixed points of the groups G R : The inequalitities in Definition 3.10, in essence, forbid us from using Gieseker bubbles to shift degree across the nodes. In this subsection, we make these ideas precise. Example 3.13. In the special case of Example 1.12, where there is only one nontrivial two-block partition, the locus D n containing the fixed point set F n = pt n is
This is a pair of affine lines meeting at a common origin pt n .
The (C × ) V action on A d respects the modular graph stratification, so the action of G R on A d restricts to an action of G R on D Example 3.15. In the special case of Example 1.12,
In the example, above Z n and W n are the total spaces of vector bundles (of rank 1) over the fixed point locus F
n . An analogous statement is generally true. (1) creating a Gieseker bubble at every node σ e labelled by an e ∈ E split R for which the modification m : C → Σ is trivial, and (2) for each such node σ e , twisting the bundle on the curve component on one side of σ e by the divisor −σ e . Which side one twists at is determined by the requirement that the resulting multidegree land in the n-th fixed point locus. Similarly, we have a projection map η W : W Proof. The fiber of the projection map η Z over a given Gieseker bundle in F n R is the stack of bundles on the union of all Gieseker P 1 's and points which can arise as the preimages under the modification map of nodes in Σ b labelled by edges e ∈ E split R . The stack of such bundles on a point is a copy of C × , and the stack of such bundles on a Gieseker P 1 is a pt. Thus, every fiber of η z is a copy of A |E split R | ; the Gieseker strata give a toric decomposition.
The proof for η w is identical. 
Proof. This is an elementary observation: Deformations which land in T Z R (N u ) shift all of the degree 1's from the Gieseker bubbles to the components in the block V + of R. The inequality
says precisely that these deformations are forbidden.
The proposition implies that S Nu,N l is obtained by deleting the "infinite tails" of A d , generalizing the picture given in the examples involving Gieseker bundles on curves of genus 0 with 4 marked points. More precisely:
Definition 3.20. Let N u = (N u (R)) and N l = (N l (R)) be as in Definition 3.10. For any partition R ∈ NT 2B(γ o ), consider the following algebraic subspaces of
These loci are the infinite tails associated to the partition R and the indices N u and N l .
Proposition 3.21. The space S Nu,N l is obtained as the complement
of the union of the infinite tails.
3.6. Proper Substacks. Obviously, the subspaces S Nu,N l get smaller as we make N u and N l closer together. We now consider the extremal case where
for all R ∈ NT 2B(γ o ). The corresponding algebraic subspace is denoted
Lemma 3.22. The stabilizer group of any Gieseker bundle classified by S N is C × ∆ . Proof. The inequalities in the definition eliminate from S N any stratum A γ,d which, for any non-trivial 2-block partion R, has a Gieseker bubble on every node connecting components labelled vertices in different blocks of R. This means that any two components are connected by a path which does not pass through any unstable P 1 's. It follows that the stabilizer group of any point in S n is the diagonal C × ∆ . Suppose that choose a particular v 0 ∈ V and thereby split (
The lemma above says that (C × ) V \{v 0 } acts freely on S N , allowing us to forget all but one of the trivializations, by fixing them in reference to t v 0 . More precisely, the quotient stack
, where Q N is the stack which classifies degree d Gieseker bundles equipped with a single trivialization t v 0 (or equivalently, the coarse moduli space f degree d Gieseker bundles) obeying the inequalities from the definition.
Proposition 3.23. The coarse moduli space Q N defined above is proper, relative to B.
To prove this, we shall need some facts about the multidegrees of bundles which can occur in the special fiber of a family on the Spec of a discrete valuation ring. Let R be a discrete valuation ring, with fraction field K, and associated disc D = Spec(R) and punctured disc D × = Spec(K).
Definition 3.24. We will say that two principal C × -bundles P o and P ′ o on the special fiber Σ o are fiber twists of one another if
where T is the restriction to Σ o of the principal bundle associated to the divisor v∈Vγ o n v Σ o,v on Σ.
Suppose we are given a family of curves Σ/D on the disc, with smooth generic fiber, and a family of C × -bundles P/(Σ| D × ) over the punctured disc D × . If the family P extends to D, with special fiber P o , then it can also be extended to D with special fiber P ′ o any twist of P o . When the generic fiber is nodal, one can repeat this story by focusing attention on each smooth component.
The set of multi-degrees of twists of the trivial bundle may be identified as follows: Consider the intersection matrix Cap08] ). The set of multidegrees of twists of the trivial bundle is the lattice Λ Σo ⊂ Z Vγ o generated by the columns of the intersection matrix k.
Proof. This follows from the fact that the degree deg
Proof of Prop. 3.23. Q N is clearly of finite type. We show that the valuative criteria for completeness and separability are satisfied. Let R be a discrete valuation ring, with fraction field K, and associated disc D = Spec(R) and punctured disc D × = Spec(K). We claim that, given any family (C, P) of Gieseker bundles on D × which satisfy the inequalities from the definition, there exists a unique extension of (C, P) to D whose special fiber satisfies the inequalities.
The stack M g,I ([pt /C × ]) is complete, so there is some extension of P to the entire disc D. The set of all possible extensions consists of all twists of a certain bundle P o on the special fiber of C, and clearly at least one of these twists will satisfy the inequalities from the definition. Moreover, only one of these twists can lie in Q N , so Q N is separated. This follows directly from the characterization of multidegrees of twists of the trivial bundle in Lemma 3.25: A non-trivial twist will always shift the degree on some component of the special fiber by a multiple of k(R). In the special case N u (R) = N l (R) + 1, this leads to a violation of the inequalities. Thus, any non-trivial twist of a Gieseker bundle in Q N lies outside of Q n .
Admissible Classes
In this section, we introduce the admissible classes, and estimate the weights of their fibers over fixed points F n R as functions of n. 4.1. Definitions. The definitions given here are relative versions of the ones given in [TW03] .
Recall that M g,I ([pt /C × ]) carries a universal curve C with universal marked points σ i : M g,I ([pt /C × ]) → C, and a universal bundle p : P → C. The universal bundle may be thought of equivalently as a morphism φ : C → [pt /C × ], and the universal marked points give rise to evaluation maps ev i : 
for some positive rational number q.
is the tensor product of an admissible line bundle L with any number of Dolbeault index and evaluation/descendant classes.
An admissible class is a topological K-theory class represented by sums of admissible complexes.
Weight Estimates in the Local Atlas.
The local atlas A d has universal curves and bundles as well, and one can define the admissible classes associated to these universal structures. These admissible classes, so defined, agree with the pullback of admissible classes from the stack M (Σ,σ i ) . We will use the same notation for classes on A d that we used for classes on M g,I ([pt /C × ]). Admissible complexes are complexes of coherent sheaves on A d , so we can represent them as complexes
The weights of these representations, being both discrete-valued and continuous in f , depend only on the connected component F n R . Our goal in this section is to estimate the G Rweights of the fixed-point fibers of V i as functions of n.
Proposition 4.6. For any 2-block partition R ∈ NT 2B(γ o ), (1) The G R -weights of the fixed point fibers of the evaluation and descendant classes are bounded functions of n.
(2) The index complex Rπ * V is quasi-equivalent to a complex L • of vector bundles, and the G R -weights of the fixed point fibers of each bundle L i in this complex are bounded functions of n. (3) The G R -weights of fixed-point fibers of admissible line bundles L grow linearly with n, with positive coefficient.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving this proposition.
We denote the modular graph of (C f , σ f,i ) by γ.
Lemma 4.7. Let C λ be the irreducible C × -representation of weight λ, and let
Proof. f is a G R -fixed point, so if we scale the trivializations t v (v ∈ V r ) by g r ∈ C × ∆ r , we can compensate by rescaling the bundle's fibers on the appropriate components of C f by g q of the determinant class L 1 = det −1 Rπ * V 1 associated to the standard representation C 1 of C × . The G R -fixed point weights of (L 1 ) ⊗q are linear in q, so it's enough to compute them for L 1 . Dual and determinant are functorial operations, so, as elements of
These K-theory classes are topological invariants, so they are unchanged by deformations within F n R , so we may assume C f has only those nodes that it must have represents a G R -fixed point (i.e., those nodes which create the required Gieseker bubbles). Furthermore, these characters are necessarily polynomial in the components n v of n, so it's enough to compute them when n v ≫ 0 for all v ∈ V γ . In this situation, there are no higher cohomologies, and the global sections in Γ(C v , V 1 | C f ) are specified by giving sections of V 1 | C f on the irreducible components C v,f of C f . (The sections on the Gieseker bubbles are determined by continuity at the nodes, since the space of possible such sections is two-dimensional.) The weights of G R on these sections were computed in Lemma 4.7.
[
Thus, we have
Proposition 4.8.
As promised, the fixed point weights grow linearly in n = (n r ), with positive coefficient.
Gromov-Witten Invariants for
) be a collection of K-theory classes, indexed by i ∈ I. Let L be an admissible line bundle, and let ⊗ a I ⊗na Va be a collection of index classes. Set
The h-twisted Gromov-Witten invariant V 1 , ..., V |I| h associated to the collection {V i } is the Euler characteristic of the admissible complex
The h-twisted invariants for descendant classes are defined similarly.
5.1. Statement of The Main Theorem. The Euler characteristic of a complex α on M g,I (pt /C × ) is the Euler characteristic of the right-derived pushforward R(F P ) * α. The fibers of F are not proper, so it is not obvious that these invariants are well-defined.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that the following theorem, which implies that the K-theory class
is a finite sum, hence well-defined. (Here I is any locally free resolution of RF * α. Such resolutions exist because M g,I is smooth and projective. The K-theory class is independent of which resolution we choose.)
Theorem 5.2. The derived pushforward R • F * α of any admissible complex α • is coherent.
Proof of the Main Theorem.
Coherence is a local property, so we can check the coherence of RF * α in our favorite atlas
B is affine and q : A → M (Σ,σ i ) presents M (Σ,σ i ) as a quotient by (C × ) V , so proving coherence amounts to proving that the (C × ) V invariants in the derived global sections RΓ(A, α) are finitely-generated.
We'll prove this in two steps: First, we'll work at fixed total degree d, showing that the (C × ) V invariants in the derived global sections RΓ(A d , α) are coherent. Then, we'll show that these invariants vanish for all but finitely many d, so that the sum
is well-defined. The first case is essentially trivial. If |V γo | = 1, then, as we have observed, A d is the compactified Jacobian, proper over B. In this case RΓ(A d , α) is finitelygenerated, as is its submodule of (
The second case -|V γo | ≥ 2 -is more complicated, because A d is not proper over B. It has infinitely many finite-type strata. We would like to show that most of these strata do not contribute to (
Recall that we can obtain A d as the limit
The following statement about local cohomology allows us to reduce the question of finite-generation on A d to the question of finite-generation on any S Nu,N l .
Lemma 5.3. Let V be a finite rank (C × ) V -equivariant vector bundle on A d for which, for all non-trivial two-block partitions R, the G R -weights of the fibers of V over a G R -fixed point F n R are linear functions of n, with positive coefficients on the linear terms.
Fix a partition R and multidegree bounds N u and N l , and abbreviate
The (C × ) V -invariants in the local cohomology groups
are finitely generated. Moreover, these local cohomologies vanish if N u (R) ≫ 0 and N l (R) ≪ 0 for all R.
Proof. The argument for W has the same form as the argument for Z, so we focus on the latter case.
The sheaf V is torsion-free, so the local cohomology sheaf Γ Z (V) vanishes. In fact, because Z is a closed connected subvariety of S (of codimension q), the only non-zero local cohomology sheaf is R q Γ Z (V). The local-to-global spectral sequence, together with the exactness of the (C × ) V -invariants functor, implies that the vanishing of the G R -invariants in the local cohomology groups R i Γ Z (S, V) follows from the vanishing of the C
The vanishing of the latter invariants follows (via the filtration spectral sequence) from the vanishing of the G R -invariants in the cohomology groups
Z is the total space of a vector bundle over the fixed point locus F = F Nu(R)−1 R , so (taking global sections over the fibers, we see that
The weight spaces in the two Sym's in the RHS above are finitely generated, and vanish for negative weights. Since V is finite rank, it follows that the (C × ) Vinvariants in the RHS are finitely-generated. Moreover, because we have assumed that the fixed-point weights of V grow linearly, with positive coefficients, the (C × ) V -invariants in the RHS vanish if N u and N l lie outside some finite range.
We saw in Section 4 that an admissible complex can be represented as complex of bundles V which satisfy the conditions of the lemma. (The evaluation, descendant, and index classes are all bounded, and the admissible line L supplies the linear growth.) Corollary 5.4. There exist N u and N l such that
Proof. The local cohomology groups in the lemma measure how RΓ(S Nu,N l , α) changes if we increase N u (R) or decrease N l (R) by 1. Since the invariants in these local cohomologies vanish outside some finite range of N u and N l the limit
The finite-generation of invariants in the local cohomology also lets us delete strata from S Nu,N l . This may alter the (C × ) V -invariants, but because the localcohomologies are finitely-generated, it will not alter the fact of their finite-generation. So, we can check finite-generation by reducing to the "minimal" subspace S N (= S N,N −1 ). But, by Proposition 3.23, the invariants in RΓ(S N , α) are the invariants in RΓ(Q n , α). Q N is coherent, so the latter invariants are automatically finitely generated. 6.1. Definitions. Recall that [X/C × ] is, by definition, the fibered category whose objects are triplets (B, P, s) consisting of a test scheme B, a principal C × -bundle p : P → B, and a C × -equivariant morphism s : P → X. Morphisms between such pairs are Cartesian diagrams
The upshot of this definition is that the natural map ρ : X → [X/C × ] is a principal C × -bundle, and any map φ : C → [X/C × ] gives rise to a pullback diagram
Thus maps to [X/C × ] are principal C × -bundles, together with a section s of the associated fiber bundle P × C × X.
There is a natural notion of degree for such maps. Define the homology of
× C is the usual fundamental class [C]. We will say that a map φ :
For a map to pt /C × , this notion of degree is equivalent to the usual definition of a bundle's degree via the first Chern class.
(1) a prestable marked curve (C, σ i ), (2) a principal C × -bundle p : P → C, and (3) A section s : P → X, such that
(1) P has degree 0 on any irreducible rational component of C which has one node and one marked point. (2) P has either degree 0 or degree 1 on any unstable rational component of C which has two nodes. (3) s is non-trivial on any unstable component on which P has degree 0.
) the fibered category of Gieseker maps to [X/C × ] from stable marked curves of type (g, I). Its connected components are labelled by the degree β ∈ H 2 ([X/C × ]); we denote them by
It is clear from the definition that there is a forgetful map
where f t * β is the degree obtained from the homomorphism f t * :
. We forget the section s and we obtain a Gieseker map to [pt /C × ] by contracting any rational components which carry trivial bundles.
Remark 6.2. This definition is inspired by Kontsevich's definition of stable maps. Sections s : P → X are locally maps from C to X. Thus, sections can degenerate in families in exactly the same way that maps to X do, by developing singularities. We cure these singularities by bubbling where the singularity occurs.
Theorem 6.3. F s is proper and Deligne-Mumford.
Proof. In essence, the result follows from the fact that [X/C × ] → [pt /C × ] is proper and representable. We make the argument precise by proving valuative criteria for completeness & separability. Let R be a discrete valuation ring (over C), with fraction field K and consider the associated disc D = Spec(R) and punctured disc D × = Spec(K). Let us suppose that we have a family (C, σ i , P, s) over D × , and an extension (Z, z i , R) of F s (C, σ i , P) to D. (Any required base changes will be subsumed in the notation.)
Completeness:
We want to exhibit an extension (Y,
First, we extend the family (C, σ i ) to D. This may require base change, and is an easy consequence of the existence of nodal reduction [HM98] . We denote the extension by (Y ′ , y Given Y ′ , the graph of s gives us an embedding j : C → X Q ′ , where X Q ′ is the associated bundle Q ′ × C × X. The morphism u : X Q ′ → D has compact fibers, so the closure j(C) of the image of j is also a finite type curve over D. j(C) is not necessarily prestable. However, by using resolution of singularities, we may obtain a prestable curve Y ′′ (with a resolution map r : Y ′′ → j(C)); base change may also be required at this step. This gives us a sequence of maps (over D)
where pr : X c * 0 P → Σ ′ 0 is the bundle structure map. The composition c r = c 0 • pr • j • r : Y ′′ → Z is necessarily a contraction map. We denote the pullback c * r R by Q ′′ . We denote the lifts of the marked points z i by y ′′ i . Pulling back R step by step from C to Y ′′ , we get a sequence of bundles, the last of which is c * r P, as in the diagram below.
We also get a section s ′ : Q ′′ → X from the composition
z z u u u u u u u u u u u Z Moreover the two sections Q → Q 1 → X and Q → Q 2 → X agree on the open dense set Q| D × . X is separated, so the two sections agree. The Gieseker map obtained by contracting any unstable components in Y 1 × Z Y 2 is unique, so it follows that the two given families are isomorphic. Deligne-Mumford: (Sketch of proof) Let C v be a component of C. If C v is contracted to a point by the section-forgetting morphism F s , then P| Cv is trivial, so s| Cv must be equivalent to a non-trivial map C v → X. We know from GromovWitten theory that such maps admit only finitely many automorphisms.
On the other hand, if C v is stable, then the existence of a non-trivial section on C can only reduce the number of automorphisms. Now consider the stack M g,I,ν * β ([pt /C × ]) the stack of all degree f t * β maps from prestable curves to [pt /C × ]. This stack is smooth. We obtain a morphism by forgetting the section s, but not contracting any unstable components.
Theorem 6.4. L f Fs admits a relative perfect obstruction theory.
Recall from [BF97] that a relative perfect obstruction theory for L f Fs is pair (E, e) consisting of an element E of the derived category of M g,I,β ([X/C × ]), and a homomorphism e : E → L e Fs in the derived category, such that (1) E = [E −1 → E 0 ] is locally equivalent to a two-term complex of locally free sheaves.
(2) H 0 (e) is an isomorphism. (3) H −1 (e) is a surjection.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Our proof is an almost word-for-word copy of the one given by Behrend & Fantechi in [Beh97] and [BF97] . Fix a curve C and a principal C × -bundle p : P → C, and let Γ denote the space Hom C × (P, X) of sections. Γ comes equipped with "universal" families, illustrated below.
Γ It follows from the functorial properties of the cotangent complex that we have a morphismẽ : s * L X → p * π * L Γ . If we take C × -invariants in the pushdown via p, we getẽ
Tensoring with the dualizing complex of C, we obtain a morphism
Then, by adjunction, we have a morphism
Finally, it follows from Verdier duality that
and so we have a morphism
This morphism is a perfect obstruction theory for L Γ ; the proof is more or less the same as in [BF97] . Moreover, all of the objects here generalize well to the relative case, and therefore apply to the universal family. Thus, we have a perfect relative obstruction theory
where now π, p, and s refer to the universal families on the moduli stack.
Given this perfect obstruction theory, we can define the virtual structure sheaf
. This is an element of the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on M g,I,β ([X/C × ]), which may be thought of as a family of virtual fundamental K-homology cycles on the fibers of F s . It is defined using the virtual normal cone machinery developed by Behrend & Fantechi [BF97] . The definition we give here seems to have first appeared in print in [Lee04] .
First, recall the intrinsic normal cone [BF97] . This is a cone stack I X associated canonically to a Deligne-Mumford stack X. It is defined locally on anétale open set U → X by choosing an embedding ι : U → W of U into a smooth scheme W and then setting I X | U = [C U/W /ι * T W ], where C U/W denotes the normal cone of U in W and T W is the tangent bundle of W . This construction is independent of the choice of embedding and glues nicely to give I X . Moreover, the construction works in the relative case, giving a normal cone I f = I X/Y for any DeligneMumford morphism f : X → Y of X to a smooth, unobstructed, equidimensional Y.
We will denote the relative intrinsic normal cone of M g,I,β ([X/C × ]) relative to M g,I,f t * β (pt /C × ) by I e Fs . The existence of a perfect relative obstruction theory for F s implies [BF97] that there exists a closed embedding
where the two-term complex E ∨ = [E 0 → E 1 ] of vector bundles is the dual of the complex E, and [E 1 /E 0 ] the quotient stack of E 1 by the action of E 0 . But F s is obstructed, so this pushforward does not have good properties. We correct this by using the virtual pushforward, defined by
].
Thus, we have established the existence of virtual pushforwards along F s . The next step in defining Gromov-Witten invariants for [X/C × ] is to introduce a notion of "admissible class" on M g,I,β ([X/C × ]), and show that the virtual pushforward of such a class is an admissible class on M g,I (pt /C × ). We intend to address this question in a future paper.
